Pontiac g8 stereo

Your Account. Support Center. Select Year. Select Make. Select Model. Select Part. Select
Fitment. We ship from multiple warehouses across the country, so you get your part as soon as
possible. Free, one year or more , unlimited mileage warranty. Covers everything; parts and
shipping costs. Experts in auto parts since â€” rated 4. The part you are searching for is not
available online. Please contact us for further information. We provide a free industry leading
warranty and free shipping on most parts. If you are having some trouble finding the right Radio
Or Cd Player for your specific Pontiac G8 or have any questions, please give us a call or chat
with us online. Our experienced team of auto parts specialists will find what you need and
provide you the best price available for your Pontiac G8. We are proud to provide industry
leading customer service and warranties. Our customers love working with us and continue to
show us their appreciation by leaving us outstanding online reviews. Click here for Mobile
version. Home Toggle navigation. Your Account Support Center. We've got your back Free, one
year or more , unlimited mileage warranty. Return for any reason within 60 days for a full refund.
Your part can be more easily found using the Diff Wizard. Thank You! Secure Shopping. All
rights reserved. Below are some exclusive features that DIG Options have either upgraded to, or
developed in conjunction with expert engineers that others won't consider due to cost
increases. RoadMaster Series, enhanced with Android. DIG Options bring together
Masten-Engineered Sound incorporated with the very best in-car navigation and entertainment.
Our systems have been designed with your convenience in mind. Please note, if you are
purchasing a universal, non specific system a plug in harness will not be supplied. Please
double check your cars system. Instructions for changing the Air Con part here. To get the
small LCD above the radio working you will need to see an Auto Electrician and get them to turn
it on with a "tech2". It's a around a 2 minute job for them. Explore the great unknown with great
confidence. We know how much you love your smarthone. Keep your eyes on the road and your
ears entertained by programming your steering wheel buttons. Find virtually any point of
interest with your DIG Options System through the on-board navigation system. DIG Options
pay close attention to the fit. Sleep Mode Quick Start if the car is only turned off for up to 10
minutes. We have serviced over 15, customers since ! Above all else, all products are supported
locally. Many integrated systems online include in-Built Digital TV Receivers, please be aware
that this feature is a proven gimmick in Australia. We have tested these exact models and had
limited success in receiving a decent signal. For more information please ask us. As the saying
goes, beauty is only skin deep; unless it's a system from DIG Options. Gain access to more
Stations in clearer, high quality sound. You can enjoy the CD-Like quality sound. We cannot
guarantee you will receive programs while driving and performance depends on your locations
signal strength. Optional Extra Crash Camera Ready. The Masten-enhanced touch-screen is
more than twice as accurate as our competitors. With gesture control you can drag your
favourite icons freely, allocate all your frequently used apps into one folder for greater
convenience and zoom in on images and maps. The system has both an in-built microphone
which is overridden when the Premium external microphone is added. To use in-app
microphone function for example Google Now you must have the external mic disconnected.
The Roadmaster Series system is Google Now ready. Google Now is a personal assistant which
finds information before you know you want it. Google Now sends out suggestions based on
your search history, what you've watched, and what goes through your inbox. You'll need an
internet connection. View the names of your phonebook contacts, missed calls, dialed calls and
more. School Zone Alerts and Speed Zones pre-installed. An Off Road Navigation Demo is
supplied. Currently Off Road Navigation only allow resellers to include a demo version. Auto
Loading of Next Map. Don't wait up to a minute to view your camera image like with lower
quality systems. The Roadmaster Series System activates faster than it's rivals! The
Roadmaster Series is compatible with steering control buttons so you can keep your ears
entertained and your eyes on the road. Some wiring may be required. Use your own Apple cable
not supplied. Your'e in complete control! Don't take our word for it! Check out the thousands of
positive reviews on Google. We've featured on hundreds of sites including these. Support Micro
SD card up to. Browse the Internet from the Roadmaster Series System. One of the great
features of the Roadmaster Series is it's sleep mode. What this means is that for 10 minutes the
units will cut all power to the display so when you start your car the stereo is working almost
immediately. When there is a call in this period via Bluetooth, the unit will wake up so the call
can be taken. Check out our other certified products. Keep the kids entertained and your eyes
on the road. Keep an eye on your OBD2 certified vehicle. Protect your pride and joy with a set of
quality sensors. This item can be shipped worldwide. Product Support That Makes Sense. This
Product is an Australian. Locally Tested, Improved and Approved. Unlike other sellers, DIG
Options physically take a product, test it, and if required to meet Australian conditions and
standards, upgrade it. Image for illustration purposes only. This device is suitable for the

following vehicle models. This product is only suitable if your car has a single zone air
conditioner. If the temperature can be adjusted seperately between driver and passenger this
item is not suitable UNLESS you replace your AC with a single zone component. The
Roadmaster features a Minute sleep mode; start the car within Minutes of turning it off and get
going in 4. Our systems have been designed to look original OEM to your vehicle for an
absolutely seamless install. With an internet connection you can enter a new world of
thousands of driving apps to make your drive more enjoyable. DIG Options supply the best and
latest navigation software available to us to you are always on track. We match the styling of
your vehicle and plug inputs for a simple install. On-Board Android Operating System and all
the benefits that come with it including access to the world's largest App Market. We have
added in a version that has been proven stable and re-engineered to give you the most stable
Android solution on the market. Built-in Steering Wheel Button Interface allows you to use your
existing buttons to control various functions of the Roadmaster Series System. Memory Map
and Hema Ready. Unlike many other importers, DIG Options spend a bit more, to put a lot more
in. The Hight-End 1,Mhz 1. Automatic Pairing when you are within range. Automatic audio
muting when a call is executed. With a more accurate and sensitive capacitive touch screen
compared to our competition, you'll be able to zoom in on maps and swipe through menus with
greater speed and ease. SNR is over 95db, encoding rate is over kbps. With more channels that
you knew about, you'll be able to switch between stations more conveniently. Optional Extra
Vehicle Diagnostic Display. Display a large visual display of your current speed and never have
an excuse for speed! With Mastens more convenient SmartPhone mirroring function you can
broadcast all content from your SmartPhone onto our system. With x pixel resolution youll
experience crisp images that display perfectly. Dont settle for standard when you can watch
movies and view images with the most detailed display. To make a call after your phonebook
has downloaded simply give the name a double tap on the screen. Includes Free Offline Map
Updates. Dual Mode Function Audio and Navigation at one time. Roads and intersections in 3D.
Extensive Points Of Interest Database. Off Road Navigation Demo is supplied. The
Android-enhanced Roadmaster Series has a dedicated camera input with super fast auto
activation when the reverse gear is acitvated. We've worked with Masten Engineers to tweak the
sound for greater clarity and performance. Adjust the sound settings to suit your preference
and add a sub woofer for extra Omph! Enjoy movies up front, or play movies indepandently to
an External Entertainment Monitor in the rear while following GPS directions on screen. Total
file size should be within 4GB. Support USB Stick up to. The Roadmaster Series eats it all!
Premium Tyre Pressure Monitor Systems. Reduce blowout risk and get more miles. Promote
safer driving with a Masten Camera Kit. Want to Explore Australia's Great Outdoors? Waste no
exploration opportunity with map data from DIG Options. Drive safer by monitoring your blind
spots. Park like a pro with a birds-eye parking system. Customise your ride with premium
electronics from DIG Options that will improve your driving experience and go the distance. We
offer collection because we sell quality. Sign Up For Our Newsletter. Upgrades for In Dash
Systems. Rear Camera Safety Bundle Kits. Thank you Keith for a job well done. You guys
installed a concealed power line and mute button for my Escort Radar Detector and a USB port
all concealed in my ashtray compartment. I am entirely satified with your work and will
recommend you to others. Thanks again! Thanks for helping me with my problem you guys
save me a bunch of time and money. If anyone needs a radio or alarm installation or removal
call these guys they are great. These guys are great. I have a new Hyundai and wanted the best
sound possible without having to upgrade my factory radio. They installed 4 new speakers and
a small under the seat sub and replaced the factory tweeters and it sounds amazing!! I'm sooo
glad I went with that option. They saved me a LOT of money. They are very professional and you
can tell they have been in the business for a long time. Prices are great, scheduling is easy and
the work speaks for itself. Highly recommended! One more thing. My friend brought his Jeep in
because his after market radio just wasn't sounding good at all. It seemed as though a new
radio was in order. They pulled the radio out and found a problem that the previous installer
they have a big blue sign with a big yellow price tag in their logo Anyway, they were able to fix
the system at a minimal cost and did not try to sell him a radio that he did not need. Again he
saved money. These guys are honest and do awesome work. And the jeep sounds better than it
ever did!! December Just has installation today. Great experience. Works Great! I had a Remote
Starter put in they did a great job! They were awesome! Informative and efficient! Great Deal,
Nice work! They were Fantastic! Inferno audio's service is personal and professional ,and I
would go there again! Thank you so much for the excellent job you did installing my automatic
car starter. The service we received was exceptional and we will definitely be back.
Appointments needed for work to be done, but they are accommodating when schedule gaps
arise. Very friendly. Professional and they get the job done as promised. My husband used there

services before and when he had a problem with the electric starter the found the problem
quickly an fixed it without issues. Very friendly and dedicated to satisfying the customer. My
Dad used them last year for his car and has been satisfied. Good service and nice people to
deal with. I got a remote started installed. The employees were very nice and the installation
was quicker than I thought. Works great, too. They did a great job! These guys were constantly
busy but still installed my remote starter in less than an hour. I would recommend to others.
Auto stater was installed earlier than promised. The guys at Inferno Audio believe in their
product and do a great job. Keith is wonderful!!!!! This place is top notch. I found it by doing a
google search and it happened to be just a few minutes from where I work. I recently bought a
used car that was satellite ready but did not have satellite. I had it installed in the car by Inferno
Audio. They had it done in 45 minutes. I ran into an issue with not getting the premier channels
and Sirius told me it was a bad tuner and to go back to the isntaller. Inferno swapped it, that
didn't fix it. They were determined to find the issue. The issue did not end up being theirs, but
they found it and fixed it anyways. It was inherent to the car parental controls. I cannot say
enough positive abou this place. These guys work really hard and they are all so nice and
professional. They are patient and friendly. A great small business to frquent. Do not hesitate to
get anything done here! Good work good people fast. FAST Everything! It was afterhours and I
sent them a message with some stuff I needed, next morning they got back to me first thing, my
parts were there by the same afternoon!!! Absolutely loved these guys, they did a custom
fiberglass box for my Acura TL. They answered all of my question which were numerous, and
are even retuning the amp next week to make it even louder free of charge. They are a little hard
to find, but you can absolutely trust what they do will be perfect. Love them! Another company
messed up my speakers and subwoofers they helped me out so much and were so friendly.
They know what they are doing, and can answer any questions you may have. I got a car radio
installed and have nothing but good things to say about them! Very helpful and gave me a good
price. The most trustworthy people. With the best work. They treated me with coutesy and
respect. Would I go back if I had a need for there product or service Great job. Very
professional. Completed the work in time, informed customer of additional cost ahead of time,
were courteous and friendly. Love it. They did a nice job and it was quick a couple hours just as
they said. They checked to be sure I knew about the additional cost before I made the
appointment. I am satisfied! All Staff that I met were all very very nice! Was happy to do
business with them! Would definitely recommend to others! Service was as expected and the
product is what I wanted. I was extremely happy with their quick installation of my remote car
starter. Everytime I called prior to the installation they were friendly and answered all of my
questions. I would absolutely recommend Inferno Audio to my friends! Great customer service
and prompt installation. I highly recommend this business! They were
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fast and wonderful! Up front and honest about my hybrid! I absolutely would recommend them!
They were very curtious and as I could not leave my car there, they did it first so I would not
have to wait very long. Very positive experience. Very professional staff; excellent quality
service. I would recommend. Excellent customer service! Highly recommend. Excellent service,
friendly staff. Would definitely patronize again. Car was ready when they said it would be. Gave
as gift to my son-in-law He was very pleased with the service and is really enjoying his remote
starter. They did an excellent job advising me and installing the remote starter and the new
stereo in a short amount of time. I would go back there and recommend it to others. Very
attentive and helpful. Super happy with remote start and sub woofer! Email This email address
is being protected from spambots. You need JavaScript enabled to view it. Your Remote Start
Installation Experts. Tweets by infernori. Dallas Website Design.

